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[Intro: Kool Keith]
Yeah, I'm a Fucking Star (yeah), motherfucking Kool
Keith in this
Motherfucka, 
Teddy and RL, Yo baby you look good know what I'm
sayin, 
I'm a Fucking Star, You got a nice ass (You got a nice
ass), 
Got some nice hips, Got some nice eyes (Got some
nice eyes), 
You know I'm trying to get you to the hotel, because
you know I, 
I like the way that G-string look in your ass, you know
what I'm saying, 
You got the right thongs on in that, you know what I'm
saying, 
I'm a Fucking Star, You get low bed, you know what I'm
saying, 
We go the room and just you know, (do a little
something).

[Kool Keith]
I'm large, a lineback, a green bay, y'all niggas ass out, 
I'm Rudy Ray, bitches sport that tailout and that
langerey
Cock a cuckoo I train it, the tits I painted, 
Your girl just fainted with all to pop, ran from boss
man, 
Six thousand dollar jeans they cost man, 
I'm a Fucking Star, (I'm a Fucking Star) Konrom is about
ten a Keith, 
They can't stop this inside, even if they leak we'ill soon
reach they neck
Work my shit to peeps, 
Wimbley Arena hunch thousand sold out seats, (I'm a
Fucking Star), 
With the Queen of England don't you know who's the
fucking King Ben, 
Rubbing oil on fat asses with german gas masses, 
Sipping that the so fooly to disqualify these niggas
rapping fruity, (I'm a
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Fucking Star), 
Clam clam seashell they don't know how to fuck with
me well, 
Girls love the way Shanell on my nuts smell, 
The keng go gets me a lot of pussy when I lick my lips
like LL, 
I'm fucking with grease and hair gel, toast up with
Amastel, 
Not Tony Parker but Tony Park Cell, 
Bitch now I'm a R&B star like Teddy and RL (Teddy and
RL)
(You know I'm a star baby Teddy and RL)
You know I'm a Fucking Star.

You know it's like work hours out here you know what
I'm saying.
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